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By DANNY PARISI

BRUSSELS Consumers today demand more from the brands they engage with, especially when it comes to
transparency.

As consumers increasingly desire to engage with brands that align with their personal values and in whom they can
place significant trust, transparency is the best way for those consumers to understand exactly what a company is
doing. Speaking at The New York Times' International Luxury Conference Nov. 14, Antoine Arnault, CEO of Berluti,
spoke about the specific challenges facing the luxury world in this area.

"The fundamental question in corporate life is: is  it our duty to reveal all our secrets?" Mr. Arnault said. "It is
understandable that luxury is the particular focus of a demand for luxury.

"Yet precisely because they appeal to desire, are luxury houses the ones that have the most to lose by revealing all?"

Transparent goals

Consumers today are rightfully distrustful of large, powerful corporations.

Big companies seem to control every aspect of life today, and whether it is  Facebook, Google or Amazon, these
corporations do not inspire much trust in today's customers.

This is especially important to consider now that these consumers are specifically looking for brands that align with
their values. For that reason, transparency and honesty are key to developing strong relationships with consumers.
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Customers want brands they can trust. Image credit: Berluti

"The question for luxury brands is are the questions raised by a few voices today destined to be raised by the whole
society in the future?" Mr. Arnault said. "If so, we must address them sooner rather than later."

Mr. Arnault points to a recent effort at Louis Vuitton where the company opened up 30 of its  workshops to the public
in order to show exactly how its products are manufactured and let customers get to know the people who make the
goods.

"For luxury houses, transparency is a result one obtains rather than a goal one seeks," Mr. Arnault said.
"Transparency is a reflection of the authenticity of the brand and the sincerity of its  people.

"If you have a good relationship with your product, your environment and your workers, you will be sincere."

Meeting expectations
Modern consumers are now empowered to discover their own tastes, opinions and preferences, rather than being
hugely impressionable to the powers of everything from well-worded political manifestos to the tantalizing imagery
employed by luxury brands.

As a result, this consumer is no longer so easily enticed and seduced. They expect more considered
communications from figures of authority, which are sensitive to their more discerning tastes and in line with their
elevated expectations (see story).

For example, Jeweler T iffany & Co. is enlightening consumers on how its diamonds make their way into its blue
boxes by charting the stones' path from the time they are unearthed.

Luxury brands must hold themselves accountable. Image credit: Berluti

T iffany's short film, "Journey of a T iffany Diamond," travels with the gem stones as they undergo both careful
refinement and an arduous selection process before being set into the brand's jewelry. Consumers are increasingly
concerned that the businesses they support take responsibility for both people and the planet, making opening up
operations in this manner a way to create additional appeal for a particular label (see story).

"Even as we speak society is changing and circumstances are changing as are methods of destabilization," Mr.
Arnault said. "Companies must adapt by applying principals that can be changed over time.

"Transparency, authenticity, sincerity are the three points of a luxury house's communication triangle," he said.
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"Though they overlap, they are not the same thing."
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